
WATER SHOWS, WATER SHOW ARRANGEMENTS AND JETS
Our possibilities in watershow systems and fountain systems for varied application possibilities in the event and trade fair area.
Availabe for Indoor or Outdoor use. Easy to assemble and adaptable.
Our modular concept allow the adaptation to every water basin, river or lake as well  as sea water application.

THE POSSIBILITIES:

4A Watershow in Basin with single effects:
Small, highly flexible water show installation with ar-
bitrary watereffects, basin measurements and 
splashing-height.
- Short delivery times 
- Quick arrangement 
- All basin measurements 
- All nozzle positions possible 
- Completely reliable 
- Lighting installation with colour changers 
- Controlled with DMX consoles
- Diverse, exchangeable effect quantity 
- Effects can be arranged freely in the basin 

4B Watershow Row System:
Outdoor valve-controlled water show installation with 
fixed and movable nozzles, flexible in length, pipeline 
stretch and height.
-Short delivery times 
- To adjust onto your needs cost-effectivly 
- Thousands of different pictures because of 
   movable nozzles possible 
- Completely flexible design
- Also for slightly polluted water because of large 
   nozzle diameters 
- Usable also in salt water 
- Lighting installation with colour changers 
- Controlled by DMX consoles
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4C Watershow Island System:
Large outdoor island construction for large basins,
inland waters or sea. 
Multimedia shows.
- 3 islands, 5 islands or more 
- High performance pump installation with 
   30kW per island 
- Minimum water level 0.5m 
- Quick and easy installation because of 
   optimised components 
- Suitable also for polluted water 
- Usable also in salt water 
- Integrated lighting installation with colour changers 
- Controlled with DMX consoles 

4M Fountain Matrix:
A “small” high-performance and dynamic Water Matrix 
system, expandable at will and incredibly flexible to set 
up.
This is possible because of our single pump modules. 
Random size, distance and water graphic redesign the 
shows shape and expression to always meet your 
requirements.
The system was construed for indoor and outdoor use. 
Thereby the maximum fountain height is easily 
adjustable to the local conditions up to 7m and 10m, 
respectively.
The fountains can simply and steplessly be controlled 
via DMX, but without using a disturbing and cumbrous 
frequency converter.
The nozzle head is uncomplicated to set and the LED 
holder for our new 10W RGB spotlights is already 
integrated.
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